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Trademark practice - Meeting CNIPA requirements: IR extension in China

The China National Intellectual Property Administration (CNIPA) currently abides 
by the 11th edition of the Nice Classification of Goods and Services (Nice 
Classification) and a standard classification manual containing Chinese 
descriptions of goods and services (Chinese Classification Manual). Accordingly, 
the CNIPA generally accepts descriptions of goods/services that comply with Nice 
Classification or the Chinese Classification Manual. Conversely, the CNIPA may 
or may not accept descriptions that do not comply (so-called non-standard 
descriptions).

Considering that certain non-standard descriptions are acceptable for WIPO 
International Registrations (IRs), the examination standard of the CNIPA for IRs 
regarding the description of goods/services is relatively more lenient than that of 
direct filings. Because examiners often exercise their own discretion when 
accepting non-standard descriptions covered by IRs, a number of these cases are 
not accepted. Some common refusal cases and related suggestions are listed 
below.
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Class Common refusal Suggestions

Class

5

The term “pharmaceuticals” is not

acceptable in China. It must be clarified if

they are for human or veterinary use.

Limit "Pharmaceutical" to

"pharmaceuticals for human use"

and/or "pharmaceuticals for veterinary

use", "Medicines for human purposes"
and/or "Medicines for veterinary

purposes".

Class

9

The term “Smart glasses” is not acceptable

in China because the wording is not clear

enough to be properly classified. To remain

in Class 9, the term may be reworded to

“smart glasses (data processing)”.

Limit "Smart glasses" to "Smart glasses

(data processing)".



When IRs extend to China, we would recommend:

1.Only using standard descriptions or editing the descriptions according to Nice 
Classification or the Chinese Classification Manual. This practice will allow one to 
avoid refusals due to non-standard descriptions.

2.If a brand owner intends to cover non-standard descriptions, it is advisable to also 
include standard descriptions that are general enough to cover the non-standard ones. 
This way, the applicant would be more comfortable deleting the refused non-standard 
descriptions or amending them to standard ones.

3.When an IR Chinese extension is provisionally refused due to non-standard 
descriptions, the applicant may consider filing an IR limitation (i.e. form MM6) with 
WIPO and request a review of the refusal with the CNIPA in view of the MM6. This 
strategy has been successful in some cases. However, most successes were a result 
of the limited or altered descriptions becoming standard descriptions while their scopes 
did not exceed their original ones. Otherwise, the CNIPA is likely to reject such a 
limitation and uphold the refusal.

For more information and suggestions regarding IR extension in China, please don’t 
hesitate to consult us. Jiaquan aims to always provide high quality service to our 
clients.

(Continuation of the table above)

Class Common refusal Suggestions

Class

35

Retail, wholesale

and related services

are not acceptable

in China.

CNIPA generally does not accept descriptions for retail

services except those for pharmaceutical, veterinary, sanitary

preparations, and medical supplies.

We would advise replacing them with terms such as

"marketing", "sales promotion for others", "import-export

agency services", "provision of an online marketplace for

buyers and sellers of medicines". Such descriptions are

considered to be the closest equivalent of retail and wholesale

services in China.

This approach is useful during the entering stage or

subsequent designating stage (i.e. when an IR extends to

China). However, it may not be as helpful during the refusal

review stage, in which such amendments could be considered

as exceeding the original scope.



Patent practice - Judgment reversed: Jiaquan wins second instance of patent 
infringement dispute

LAITRAM, LLC is the owner of Chinese invention patent 
No. 2010101503495, titled “Plastic Conveyor Belt 
Module”. Intralox, LLC (“Intralox”) is the exclusive licensee 
of this patent in China.

On October 13, 2016, Intralox brought a suit against 
Jiaquan’s client SHENZHEN HONGSBELT 
(“HONGSBELT”) in the Shanghai Intellectual Property 
Court for infringing the above patent. On June 27, 2017, 
the court issued a judgment holding that the accused 
products fell within the scope of Claim 5. HONGSBELT 
was sentenced to pay economic damages of CNY 
350,000 (USD 54,500). HONGSBELT disagreed with the 
judgment and appealed to the Shanghai Higher People's 
Court. On March 26, 2021, the Shanghai Higher People's 
Court issued its final judgment, reversing the judgment of 
the first instance and dismissing the lawsuit filed by 
Introlox. After 5 years of effort, Jiaquan successfully 
helped HONGSBELT win this case. 

Significance:

In their lawsuit, Intralox alleged that the accused products 
fell within the scope of Claims 3, 4, and 5 of the patent in 
question. Following careful analysis of the patent, 
Jiaquan’s team found that the scope of Claim 3 is 
extremely broad; it covers a "key-lock structure fixes the 
orientation of the rotation axis". Although the accused 
products bear certain similar technical characteristics, the 
"key-lock structure" in Claim 3 was essentially a functional 
technical feature. According to relevant patent judicial 

interpretation, the scope of protection should be 
determined by the specific implementation of the 
specification. Obviously, the accused products were 
inconsistent with the specific implementation of the 
specification. The defense of non-infringement raised by 
Jiaquan based on functional technical features was 
supported by the court in the first instance. The court held 
that the accused products did not fall within the scope of 
Claims 3 and 4.

Nevertheless, the court of the first instance held that the 
accused products fell within the scope of Claim 5 which 
remained valid after the first invalidation proceeding. 
When confronted with this unfavorable situation, Jiaquan’s 
team conducted in-depth analyses, developed a new 
litigation strategy, and proposed a combination of second 
invalidation and suspension of the trial. In the second trial, 
Jiaquan’s team explained, with sufficient evidence and 
detail, that Claim 5 was unstable. This effectively 
convinced the panel that the possibility of invalidating 
Claim 5 was very high. The panel ruled to suspend the 
case, providing sufficient time for a second invalidation 
proceeding.

In the second invalidation proceeding, faced with the prior 
art references identified by Jiaquan’s team and their 
argument targeting the inventive steps, the patentee was 
forced to amend and narrow down Claim 5. Following 
examination, the China National Intellectual Property 
Administration invalidated the amended Claim 5. 
According to the patent law, if a claim is invalid, there can 
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be no infringement. Thus, the Shanghai Higher People’s 
Court reversed the judgment of the first instance and 
dismissed the lawsuit filed by Intralox. 

Faced with a tough obstacle, Jiaquan’s talented team rose 
to the challenge. They developed and implemented 
effective litigation strategies, eventually winning the case 
through their unremitting efforts.
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